
“Don’t Worry About Your Life”!
Matthew 6:25-34!

All of us would agree that when it comes to being human, worry and anxiety is part of the 
pressure that we all face in this life.  Anxiety, fear, worry, stress—these are all familiar words and 
familiar feelings to us.  More and more, we hear about cases of extreme anxiety referred to as 
“panic attacks” which seem to be becoming more common these days.  These attacks are 
usually related to an unfounded fear that is so overwhelming and overpowering that it clutches a 
person’s heart, causes it to beat faster, chills the spine, and renders the person unable to cope 
with the moment.!

Worry and anxiety about circumstances beyond our control have the tendency to hound us 
during the day and haunt us during the night.!

Francis O’Gorman - “Worry is like a woodpecker tapping away at one’s day from inside the 
unobservable parts of the mind.” !

In his book, O’Gorman traces the history of worry as we know it.  He says that worry, which at 
first referred solely to the act of choking, acquired its more modern sense in the 19th century.  
He claims that worry is the unhappy child of a turn from God to man, born as we shifted from a 
belief in predestination and omnipotence to reasoned thought as the best way of making sense 
of life.!

Worry stems from a failure to trust God.  It is an indication that fear rather than faith is ruling 
your heart.  Worry is foolish and ultimately worthless because it concerns itself with that which 
isn’t.  It always deals in the realm of what-if’s, maybe’s, and pure speculation.  It always 
forebodes on the worst-case scenario, and it will pretty much guarantee your own misery.!

Corrie ten Boom - “Worry is an old man with bended head, carrying a load of feathers which he 
thinks are lead.” !

Most of what we worry about never even happens!!

J. Arthur Rank was one of the early pioneers of the film industry in Great Britain, and he also 
happened to be a devout Christian.  Rank found he couldn't push his worries out of his mind 
completely; they were always slipping back in.  So he finally made a pact with God to limit his 
worrying to Wednesday.  He even made himself what he called a little “Wednesday Worry Box” 



and he placed it on his desk. Whenever a worry popped up in his mind, Rank wrote it out and 
dropped it into the Wednesday Worry Box.  Would you like to know his amazing discovery?  
When Wednesday rolled around, he would open that box to find that only a third of the items he 
had written down were still worth worrying about.  The rest of his worries had managed to 
resolve themselves.  Worry is a complete waste of time, and it ought to be uncharacteristic of 
those who claim to know God as Father.!

The best “go-to” passage in the Bible on the subject of worry is this passage from Matthew 6.  
Within these verses, Jesus issues a cease-and-desist against all worry and anxiety based upon 
the care and love of an all-powerful God who is always in control.!

Jesus is clear in this passage when He says that all worry is sin because worry is a lack of faith.  
The Bible elsewhere says that whatsoever is not of faith is of sin.  By faith we please God, not 
fear.!

Fear tries to put us in control of our circumstances rather than Him, and I don’t know about you, 
but I am much more comfortable and confident of heart knowing that God is in control of my 
situation.!

In order for us to get the upper hand over our worries and anxieties, there are a few principles 
here that we need to abide by.!

1.  Jesus COMMANDS us against all worry (6:25-27)!

“Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, what you will eat or what you will drink, 
nor about your body, what you will put on.  Is not life more than food, and the body more than 
clothing?  Look at the birds of the air: they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet 
your heavenly Father feeds them.  Are you not of more value than they?  And which of you by 
being anxious can add a single hour to his span of life?”!

In ten verses, Jesus tells us not to worry no less than three times:!

• Do not be anxious about your life (v. 25)!

• Therefore, do not be anxious (v. 31)!

• Do not be anxious about tomorrow (v. 34)!



This is a command, not a suggestion.  Jesus is not dispensing good advice; He is giving us a 
divine mandate—Do not worry!!

“Anxious” - word is ‘merimnao’ and means to be troubled with cares; seeking to promote one’s 
own interests !

Philippians 4:6 - “Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication 
with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God.”!

When Jesus says, “Do not be anxious,” He is commanding us against having a divided mind 
that is torn between what is real and what is possible, what is immediate and what is potential.!

Jesus commands us against worrying because:!

First, it is inconsistent (v. 25)!

He is saying that we are not to be anxious with this temporal world around us and the food, 
clothing, and shelter associated with it.  Again, keep in mind what He has already said in the 
preceding passage—“Where your treasure is, there your heart will be also…You cannot serve 
God and money.”  !

Focusing on earthly treasures produces worldly affections.  It blinds our vision and draws us 
away from faithfully worshiping and serving God.  Rather than being captivated by the mundane 
things of this life, my mind and heart is to be captivated by Christ.!

Colossians 3:1-2 - “If then you have been raised with Christ, seek the things that are 
above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God.  Set your minds on things that 
are above, not on things that are on earth.” !

A mind that is preoccupied with fear and worry is always inconsistent with the faith.  Faith trusts 
God’s promise.  Faith is confident in God’s power.  Faith clings to God’s person.  Fear, however, 
does not.!

Second, it is irrational (v. 26)!

Jesus says, “Take a look at the birds!  They don’t sow or reap or gather into barns, and yet our 
Father feeds them.  Are you not of more value than they are?”!



How irrational it is to think that the God who feeds the birds would not provide for His own who 
are uniquely made in His image.!

Luke 12:7 - “But the very hairs of your head are all numbered.”!

The average human head (an average scalp measures approximately 120 square inches) has 
about 100,000 hair follicles. Each follicle can grow about 20 individual hairs in a person's 
lifetime. Average hair loss is around 100 strands a day.!

If the Lord is aware of such detail as this, would He not also be aware and concerned about the 
need in my life?  It would be irrational for me as a child of God to think that He has more 
concern for the birds than He does for me.!

Third, it is ineffective (v. 27)!

“And which of you by being anxious can add a single hour to his span of life?”!

Worry does nothing to improve the quality and quantity of our life.  In fact, the added 
unnecessary stress brought on by constant worry may shorten it!!

John MacArthur - “Charles Mayo, cofounder of the Mayo Clinic, made the observations that 
worry adversely affects the circulatory system, heart, glands, and entire nervous system.  In the 
medical journal American Mercury, Mayo said he never knew anyone who died of overwork, but 
he knew many who died of worry.  You can worry yourself to death, but you’ll never worry 
yourself into a longer life.” !

Worry divides and distracts the mind while also multiplying and compounding our misery.  It 
subtracts from joy, never adding to it.!

Worry is ineffective and unproductive, and it is a poor stewardship of the time and life that God 
has granted.  It leads to a lifetime of frantic running with no destination.  After a while, you run 
out the strength and haven’t gotten anywhere. !

Ian Maclaren - “What does your anxiety do?  It does not empty tomorrow of its sorrow, but it 
does empty today of its strength.  It does not make you escape the evil; it makes you unfit to 
cope with it when it comes.  God gives us the power to bear all the sorrow of His making, but He 
does not guarantee to give us strength to bear the burdens of our own making such as worry 
induces.” !



Jesus commands us against all worry, but notice next:!

2.  Jesus CLARIFIES the Father’s concern (6:28-30)!

“But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which today is alive and tomorrow is thrown into the 
oven, will He not much more clothe you, O you of little faith?”!

There it is—the presence of worry and fear indicates a lack of faith or a smallness of faith at 
best.  Jesus says that the second key to winning over worry is understanding God’s concern for 
our welfare.!

First, worry is unnecessary because of our Father (v. 28-30a)!

Jesus again uses an example from nature to illustrate God’s careful eye.  The first illustration 
was the birds of the air, and the second illustration is the beauty of the flowers.  He says that 
even Solomon in all of his kingly splendor was not arrayed like one of these.!

Solomon was a king with the wealth of kingdoms at his disposal.  But all of his finery pales in 
comparison to the simplest lily that may be under your feet.  Have you ever seen a lily have a 
panic attack?  I’ve never stepped outside in my yard and heard the flowers complaining and 
worrying about this or that.!

Jesus says that the lily neither toils nor spins.  It simply sways in the breeze, reaching toward 
heaven to the source of its sunshine and sustenance.  The flowers are simply doing what they 
were created to do.!

The point of the passage is that our Father values us much more the birds and flowers.!

Said the wildflower to the sparrow:!
I should really like to know!

Why these anxious human beings!
Rush about and worry so.!

Said the sparrow to the wildflower:!
Friend, I think that it must be!

That they have no heavenly Father!
Such as cares for you and me!!



How much more does the Master take to heart the things that bring you anxiety?  He took the 
answer to that question and displayed it publicly on a cross 2,000 years ago!  He would never 
suffer and die for the same people that He planned to neglect.!

We have a heavenly Father above with eyes full of mercy and a heart full of love.  He really 
cares when your head is blowed low.  So consider the lilies, and then you will know!!

Second, worry is uncharacteristic of our faith (v. 30b)!

“…will He not much more clothe you, O you of little faith?”!

Worry reveals very little faith.  How so?!

• The worrier diminishes the work of God on his or her behalf!

Christians who worry believe that God can save them from sin and judgment, break the chains 
of Satan, rescue them from hell, give them eternal life, conform them to Christ’s image, fit them 
for heaven—but they don’t think that He can get them through the next couple of days.  That is 
a ridiculous notion.!

We often believe God for the greater gift while disbelieving Him for the lesser one.!

• The worrier disbelieves the truth of Scripture!

While we are not guilty of confessional atheism, we are often guilty of practical atheism.  
Constant worry indicates lack of knowledge and lack of obedience to God Word.!

• The worrier is dominated by his or her circumstances!

When you and I worry and fret over this and that, we are choosing to be mastered by our 
circumstances instead of committing our circumstances to the Master.  It doesn’t make a whole 
lot of sense to believe God with your eternity if you can’t believe Him in the practical matters of 
today.!

• The worrier distrusts that God is in control!

Worry may be debilitating to our physical life, but it is always devastating to our spiritual life.  
When we worry and are filled with fear and anxiety, we are essentially saying, “God, I don’t think 



I can trust You.”  The remedy is to get into God’s Word, find out who God is, read what God said 
He would do, and believe it.!

The Word of God tells me that worry is needless because of God’s provision, senseless 
because of God’s promise, useless because of God’s presence, and faithless when it comes 
to God’s power.!

Jesus commands us against all worry, and He clarifies the Father’s concern.  Notice last that:!

3.  Jesus COUNSELS us to seek first God’s kingdom (6:31-34)!

“Therefore do not be anxious, saying, What shall we eat? or What shall we drink? or What shall 
we wear?  For the Gentiles seek after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows that you 
need them all.  But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things 
will be added to you.”!

In order to combat worry in our life, we have to be proactive when it comes to our own personal 
relationship with God.  When we seek Him with all our heart, He graces us with His own 
reassurance that “He’s got the whole world in His hands.”!

Notice that He mentions some priorities to live for (v. 31-33)!

Worry is a symptom, the rotten fruit of a divided heart.  I find it interesting that Jesus’ teaching 
on worry comes right in the middle of His teaching on personal possessions.  The overriding 
issue, then, is priorities.  I have to ask myself, “What world am I really living for?”!

Here’s the simple prescription from the Great Physician for living a worry and anxiety-free life:!

• Seek the heart of God first and foremost!

• Live the righteous life He would have you live!

• Put aside every distraction!

• Let the chips fall where they may!

Isaiah 26:3 - “You will keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on You, because 
he trusts in You.”!



1 Peter 5:6-7 - “Humble yourselves, therefore, under the mighty hand of God so that at 
the proper time He may exalt you, casting all your anxieties on Him, because He cares for 
you.”!

Notice He mentions some principles to live by (v. 34)!

Jesus says, “Don’t worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will take care of itself.  Sufficient for the 
day is its own trouble.”  Once again in the chapter, Jesus is telling us the principle of living one 
day at a time.!

All the water in the world!
However hard it tried,!

Could never sink a ship!
Unless it got inside!!

All the hardships of this world!
Might wear you pretty thin,!

But they won’t hurt you one least bit!
Unless you let them in!!

Don’t give worry and anxiety the time of day.  Instead, follow these simple steps:!

• Don’t dwell on tomorrow’s stress!

• Move on from yesterday’s mess!

• Concentrate on today’s success!

I don’t know about tomorrow,!
I just live from day to day.!

I don’t borrow from it’s sunshine,!
For its skies may turn to gray.!
I don’t worry o’er the future,!
For I know what Jesus said,!

And today I’ll walk beside Him,!
For He knows what is ahead.!

I don’t know about tomorrow,!



It may bring me poverty;!
But the One Who feeds the sparrow,!

Is the One Who stands by me.!
And the path that be my portion,!

May be through the flame or flood,!
But His presence goes before me,!

And I’m covered with His blood.!

Many things about tomorrow,!
I don’t seem to understand;!

But I know Who holds tomorrow,!
And I know Who holds my hand!


